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Gear Wear Caused By
Contaminated Oils

Introduction
The diagnosis and prevention of gear

tooth and bearing wear requires the dis-
covery and understanding of the particu-
lar mechanism of wear, which :in tum
indicates the best method of prevention.
Because a gearbox is a tribologically
dependent mechanism, some understand-
ing of gear and bearingtribology is essen-
tial for this process. Tribology is the gen-
eral term for the study and practice of
lubrication, friction and wear. If tribology
is neglected or considered insignificant,
poor reliability and short life will result.

One of the most common causes of
practical industrial wear problems is
contaminants in the oil. In this article the
author shares his experience with the
diagnosis and solution of such problems
and their relationship to basic tribology.

Kinds of Lubrication
Occurring In a Gearbox

All types of gears and their support bear-
ings utilize the throe kinds of lubrication.

Hydrodynamic Lubrication (HlJL)
exists when a gas or liquid film com-
pletely separates moving surfaces, pre-
venting solid-to-solid contact; HDL is
the most desirable regime of lubrication
because friction is [ow and wear can. be
extremely low. In gears it OCCUTS wher-
ever the sliding of engaging teeth, espe-
cially just above or below the pitch line,
allows for the formation of a wedge of
oil that can completely separate the teeth.
Journal bearings in the gearbox also
operate in the HDL regime.

The primary HDL property of the oil
is its viscosity. The oil film thickness
must be greater than the sum of the sur-
face roughnesses to minimize wear. A
rule of thumb to apply here is that the oil
film thickness is proportional to the
square root of the viscosity. for example,
if gear oil viscosity is increased from
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[SO 150 to ISO 320, film thickness will
be increased 46% for a given load and
sliding speed. It is important to note that
in spur gears, HDL is discouraged by the
automatic reversal of sliding direction on
the addendum and dedendum.

Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication
(EHL) implies that a full oil film is fanned
between moving surfaces that are elasti-
cally deformed. It occurs in concentrated
contacts, such as rolling contact at the
pitch line of the gears. The metals at the
line of contact deform elastically, and the
oil trapped between them is subjected to
extremely high Hertzian pressures. The oil
viscosity increases with high pressures by
many orders of magnitude, For example. a
mineral oil with a viscosity of l 5 cSt at
atmosphere pressure would be 100,000
cSt at 140,000 psi, The oil may beconsid-
ered a solid for the short time it is at that
pressure. The pressure-viscosity coefficent
is a measure of change.

As a result of combined elastic
deformation and high viscosity, an
extremely thin film of oil completely
separates the surfaces and prevents
metal-to-metal contact EHL also occurs
between the rolling elements of rolling
element bearings and their raceways.
For EHL, oil viscosity at atmospheric
pressures is still important for dragging
the oil into the contact.

The EHL theory was developed by
English tribologists Dowsen and Higgen-
sen in order to understand zero tooth wear
on a 30-year-old operating gearbox. They
developed an equation for the calculation
of minimum oil film thickness of engaging
gear teeth (See Table 0.

Boundary Lubrication (BL) occurs
when HDLand EHL fail, and metal-to-
metal contact occurs, such as when the tip
of a spur gear tooth slides near the root.of
the opposing tooth. BL also occurs during
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11" I1z =surface rougllness, rms {pinion. gear)

,uo = absolute viscosity, Reyns lib sec[m21

a = pressure-viscosity coefficient, (in2Jfbl.
The pressure-viscosity j:oafficiant....£
ranges from 1¥"O.5K ,1)'4 to az2 x lu •
for typical gear lubricants.
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v" '1 = Poisson's ratio {pinion. gearl

E,. E2 = modulus of elasticity (pinion, gear)

pn = normal relative radius of curvature

pn= P1P2
(P2±p,) cos'l'b

PI' P2 :;transverse radius 01 curvature
(pinon, gea rl

'l'b = base lleUx angle

V,=entraining velocity given by
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whera

Vrl' V'2 = rolling velocities given by
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w" Illz = angular velocities (pinion, gear)

WNr= normal unit load given by
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WN,= normal operating load

Lmin '" minimum contact length
• The.. equ.tion. are tlkln from R,f.rlnc. 2.
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start-up, shut down, at high loads and high
temperatures and in worm gears. The
important oil property for BL is the solu-
ble -anti-wear and anti-scuff additives in
the oil, which react with the metal S\lI-

faces to form a thin, tough film that

Oil with good lubricity also improves
gearbox efficiency.

Mixed Lubrication. HDL, EHL and
BL may not occur ideally and isolated in
gears, but in a mixed condition. During
one tooth engagement all three lubri.ca-

reduces metal-to-metal contact. tion mechanisms may occur consecutive-
In worm gears, which resemble a ly or simultaneously. Unfortunately, ideal

screw thread with continuous sliding,
lubricity additives are required to reduce
friction. Lubricity is defined as that prop-
erty of a lubricant that reduces friction.

lubrication mechanisms frequently fail and
allow high wear.

Many articles such as Refs. 1 and 2
provide information on gear lubrication.

Amarillo Gear Company combines years of experience with
quality materials and workmanship to create spiral bevel gears
that are a cut above the field.

Amarillo builds high quality spiral' bevel gears up to 100
inches in diameter for industries across the globe. Each set is
manufactured for quiet operation and durability to suit the exact
production requirements of our customers.

Contact Amarillo Gear about your custom I

application. You'll find a ready ear and a _~JJiJ&tI,
quick response to your needs. 1fI;I1IT'J'V,W,1

eM ._

Amarillo Gear Company
P.O. Box 1789 Amarillo, Texas 79105 (806) 622-1273

TWX 910-898-4128/Amadrive FAX (806) 622·3258

CIRCLE 1511or call 1-800-340-1160 )(9151
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Kinds of Gear Wear
The AGMA booklet (Ref. 3) and other

literature describe the numerous kinds of
gear tooth failures. Table 2 shows a list of
the most common wear mechanisms
related to contaminated lubricants.

Table 2 - Comrncn Kinds of Gear and Bearing
Wear

Gears
Abrasion
Scuffing
Contact Fatigue and Spalling
Polishing Wear
Pitting

Bearings
Rolling Element

Nicks and Dents
Contact Fatigue
Abrasion
Fretting Corrosion

Journal
Wiping of Babbitt
Excessive Embedment

Wear Caused by
Contaminated Gear Oil

In the author's experience. contamina-
tion of the lubricant accounts for about
80% of gear tooth wear and bearing dis-
tress. Therefore for reliability and long life,
keep the oil clean and dry. Contaminants
in lubricated machines may come from the
fresh oil or the new machine, be generated
by the system while running or ingested
from external sources. These issues are
discussed in detail i.nRef. 4.

Following are the major kinds of oil
contamination and the types of gear tooth
and bearing wear they cause.

• Ingested dirt
a Any solids interfere with oil film

formation.
o Hard particles cause abrasion.
o Fine particles cause polishing wear.
o Dirt makes dents in rolling element

bearings, leading to fatigue failure.
• Water

o Interferes with oil film formation.
o Cau.ses rust
o Degrades the oil by acting as a cat-

alyst for oxidation.
• Manufacturing debris

o Same as ingested dirt, plus
metal chips bridge the oil film and
initiate scuffing.

• Chemicals
o Cause oorrosion and oil degradation..

• Wear debris
o The accumulation of gear wear

debris promotes oil degradation.
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o Wear debris embeds in babbitt

bearings and desaoys me surface.

• Wmng oil
a If viscosity is too low, oil film is

too thin.

a If viscosity is too high, gearbox

efficiency decreases.
o If additives are too chemically

active, corrosionand polishing
wear result.

a If additives are not chemically

active enough. the risk of scuffing
increases,

Abrasion
Hard particles in the oil are 'the most

frequent cause of gear tooth wear.

Abrasion is the cutting of metal. by hard
particles or a rough surface. Abras:ion is
readily recognized by parallel furrows in
the direction of sliding .. If the abrasion is
caused by hard particles, such as sand or
grinding grit in the oil, it is called three-

body abrasion. Prevention is obvious-
remove tne hard particles, If abrasion is
caused by one tooth cutting the opposing
one, such as when a hard, sharp gear tooth
tip slides against a softer root, two-body
abrasion occurs. The result is libe same as
filing. Smoother surfaces and chamfered
tips will prevent this type of abrasion.

Rolling element SUppOI1bearings suf-
fer when solid particles and water conta-
minate the oil. The hard particles cause

nicks and dents on the raceway and the

rolling elements and abrade the sliding

areas. such as between the cage and the
rolling element bearings. The dents
shorten life and stan contact fatigue fail-
ure. Water in the oil accelerates crack
growth, thus shortening fatigue life.
Ideally, the rolling element bearings

would be less stressed if they had their
own dean and separate oil supply and
didn't have to run on the oil contaminat-
ed with gear wear particle ..

Other well-known tribology problems
are caused by improper metallurgy,
excessive loads. speeds and temperatures
and misalignment,
Detection of Contaminated Gear Oil

The degree of contamination and the
type of contaminants are usually deter-

mined by an oilanallysis laboratory. How-

ever, a rough idea of contamination can

be obtained on site using a simple process.

Collect some oil in a clean, tall, nar-
row glass bottle, (a 2-oz. olive bottle is

about right). Look. atlhe oil with a bright
light. If it is hazy, it i probably contam-
inated with water. SmeIJ the oil, If it has

a bad odorcompared to fresh oil, it is
probably oxidized. Now set the bottle
aside for at least two days and allow the
den e contaminants to settle; then exam-

inethe material in the bottom. Metal
wear fragments will be present and if fer-
rous, they will move with a magnet.

Water will. be a clear layer; sand and clay

will also be on the bottom, but will not
move with a magnet. To get a better look,

carefully (lour off most of the oil above
the contaminants, add clean paint thin-

ner, shake up and allow the contaminants

to settle again. Any visible magnetic frag-

ments, sand '01 water is bad news.

Reducing 'Contamination
Contamination call be reduced and

IOn cleaned by foUow.ing some simple
procedures.

• Change used oil frequently.
• Filter oil wilib a circulating system with

a full-flow, 3-micron filter and reduce
ingestion of dirt and water by means of a.
fine air filter on the vent or breather tube.

• Before operating a new gearbo'x.
clean jhe gears and gearboxes of all man-

ufacturing debris by vigorous Hushing.
Grinding and cutting chips, welding splat-
ter, sand from sand blasting, steel shot,

,_IKEGAI.
IIKEGAI AMERICA CORPORATION
2246 North Palmer Drive, Suite 108

Sc.naumbul'g, IIIlno[. 611173
rlee TEl (847) 397',3970 IF~X (847) 39'7'·7535

COME SEE US AT IMTS 'BOOTH#D'2~38S,.

CIRCLE 124 or esIl1'-800-34()"U60 x9124
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Table 4 - Comrncn Wear Problems Related to Lubricants & Hydraulic Fluids'

-- ---

Namas o~Weu IDefinition Susce,plible, Machine Conditions
Other Parts Promoti'ng Wear' Unaided Eye

Mild Adhesion Normals Generally, transference of All. a Moderate loads, • Low rates of wear.
material from one surface to speeds & temperatures. • No damage.
another due to adhesion and a Good, clean, dry a Deeper original grinding
subsequent loosening during lubricants. marks still visible.
relative motion. Mild adhesion a Proper surfa ce finish.

Iinvolves transfer and loosen-
ing of surface films only.

I

Severe Adhesion • Scuffing Cold welding of metal sur- • Piston rings and • High loads, speeds • Rough, tom, melted or
o Galling faces due to intimate metal- cylinder barrels. and/or temperatures. plastically deformed metal,
a Scoringb to-metal contact • Valve train. • Use of stainless steels broad Dr streaks.

o Rolling & sliding or aluminum. a High temperatura oKidation.
bearings. a Insufficient lubricant. • High friction, high rates
• Gears. o Lack of antiscuff at wear.
o Cutting tools. additives. o Possible seizure.
o Metal seals. o No break in.
• Chains. o Abrasive wear.

AbrasionS • Cutting Cutting and deformation of All surfaces in relative • Hard particles o Scratches or parallel fur-
o Scratching material by hard particles motion. contaminating oil. rows in the direction of
'-WireWool" 13-bodVI or hard protuber- • Insufficient metal motion, similar to "sanding:
damage ances (2-body). hardness. • High rates of wear.
o Gouging a Hard metal with rough
• Scoring surface against soft

metal.

Erosion o Solid Particles Cutting of materials by hard • Journal bearings near • High-velocity gas or • Smooth. broad grooves in
o Impact Erosion particles in a high-velocity oil holes. liquid containing solids direction of fluid flow.

fluid impinging on a surface. ·Valvas. impinging on a surfaceD. • Matte texture, clean metal.

I
• Nozzles. • Similar to sandblasting.

Polishing Bore Polishing Continuous removal of sur- o Cylinder bores of • Combination of cerro- o High wear, but 8 bright mir-
face films by very fine abra· diesel engines. sive liquii and fine aara- ror finish.
sives. • Gear teeth. sive in oil . • Wavy profile.

• Vllive lifters.

Contact Fatigue a Fatigue Wsar Metal removal by cracking • Rolling & sliding • Cyclic stress over long Cra cks, pits and spalls.
a Frosting and pitting due to cyclic baarings. periods.
a Surface Fatigue elastic stress during rolling o Valve train parts. o Water, dirt in oil.
o Spalling and sliding. o Gears. o Inclusions in steel.

Corrosion • Chemical Wear Rubbing off of corrosion • All bearings. o Corrosive environment Corroded metal surface.
• Oxidative Wear products on a surface. o Cylinder walls. o Corrodible metals.
• Corrosive Film Wear o Valve train. o Rust-prOl)'loting

o Gears. conditions)'
• Seals and chains. o High temperatures.

Fratting Corrosion • False Brinelling Wear between two solid o Vibrating machines. Vibration-causing • Corrodid, stained

I
• Fretting surfaces experiencing • Bea ring housing relative motion. surfaces.
• Friction Oxidation oscillatory relative motion contacts. • Loose colored debris

of low amplitude. • Splines, keys, around real contact areas.
couplings. • Rouge (Fe2Da) colored
o Fasteners. films, debris, grease or

oil for steel.

Electrocorrosion o ·Erosion" Dissolution of 8 metal in an o Aircraft hydra ulic • High·velocity liquid • Local corroded areBS.
o Electrical Erosion electrically conductive liquid valves. flow causing streaming • Black spots such as made
o Electrochemical by low amperage currents. • Hydraulic pumps and potentials. by a small drop of acid.
Wear motors. o Stray currants. o Corroded, worn mlltering
o Electrical Attack • Galvanic metal edges.

combinations.

Electrical Discharge o Electrical Pitting Removal of matel by high • Bearings in high- • High-speed rotation. Metal surface app8llrs
• Sparking amperage slectrical speed rotating rnachin- • High-velocity, two· etched. In thrust bearings,

discha rge or spark ery, such as compres· phase fluid mixturss. sparks make tracks like an
between two surfaces. sors, atomizers. • High potential contacts. electrical engraver.

• Static cherge producers. • Sparks.

Cavitation Damagem • Cavitation Erosion Removal of metal by o Hvdraulic parts, Sudden changes in liquid o Clean frosted or rough-
o Fluid Erosion bubble implosion in II pumps, valves, pressure due to changes appearing metal.

cavitating liquid_ geartaeth. in liquid velocity or to o Deep rough prts or grooves.
• Cylinder liners, sha pe or motion of
piston rings. parts'"
o Sliding bearings .

.. _Nom -Rtcognitic.n Bnd SDlurja.n o'f Soma Cammon W!IIIIr Problal'l1s Rall!ltB.d tc lubnciln:tI &. HydrauJlc FlUlds,- Lub~c8fjDn EflQ/lI.fBnI)R, 'February, 1987 Rep.rlnted Wlth p.rmlss.ion.
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Symptoms Pr,evention
Mic Oil Analysis, Mechanical Lubricant

• Smooth microplatelus o 1-5 ppm wllr metals by None. None.
lmong originll grinding emission spectroscopy.
maRs. • Low " solids by IiIIrItion.
o Slight coloration due to o Metal salts (oxides, lul-
fiIma. fide., =Phatel, Itc.lln

weir gments by X-rey
diffraCtiOn.

o Rough irregular 1UIfaca. Large metallic wear trag- • ReduCI 100d, spHd Ind • U.. more viscous oil to
• MeIIt fnIm _IIIIfaN mtnII of !mg""" Jhlpec. 1MIpt/'ltW'l. ..parate lUmeN.Idhering to adttr _. ·lmprOVl all cooling. o U.. ".xtreme pr8S1ur."
feNby~""'or • Uae compltible metals. IdditiYea. such I. I sui-
microp In.1ysis. • Appty .urfac. coatings fur-phosphorous or

such IS phosph.ting. borate compound.
• Modify surfac~ such IS
ion implantation .

• Clean furrows, buns. .Ifigh metal content in oil • Remove .brasive by o Use oil frll of .brasive
chips. and high silicon (>10 ppm) improved .ir and oil filter- particles.
• Embedded .bresive by IIftIISion spectroscopy . ing. clean oil handlmg o Use more viscous oil.
particle .. o High " aoIida by practices, improved .. ala.
• In sliding baanngs with filtration. flushing rnd frequent oil
soft overtay, embedded • Chips end burrs by fer· changas.
particles cause poIiatIad rography. • Increa .. hardneSl of
rings. metal surfacll.

• Short V-shaped furrows Elements of hlrd particle. o Same a•• bove. Sam •••• bove.
by scanning electron by emisaton spectrography. • Reduc. im9act angle to
microscopy. Chips and burrs by fe!TOg- lea than ISO.
o Embedded hard particles. raphy.

Featureless surface Combination of fine metal None. • ChOOl8 less chamiclltv
exc.pt scratches at high cDlTOSlonproducts and Ictive additive.
mlgnification by electron fine abrasive by X-ray • RIImDY8 corrosive
microscopy. diffraction. contaminlnt

• Ramove abrasive.

• Combination of cracks • Particles of metal with • Reduca contact pre.- • U.. clean. dry oil.
and pits with sherp sharp adan. lUres Ind frequency of o Usa more viscous oil.
edges. • Metal spheres by llec- cyclic str •••. • U.. oil with higher pr.s:
• Subsurface criCks by !rOn microscopy. • Use high quality vacuum .ure viscosity coefficient!·
Ill8tlHographic cross m.1ted ItI8ls.
s.ction. Numerous metal • U.. la .. abutiva lurface
inclusions. flni.h.

SCIIe. film, pita contain· o Detection of corrosion • U.. more corrosion o Remove corrosive mate·
ing corrosion products. products of worn metal. resistant metel(not 8tain- rial such II too chemical-
Dissolution of one pha58 • Detaction of anion8. lelll. Iy activa additives and
in I 2-phale alloy. such es chlorine. by X-ray • Reduca operating contaminata8.

fluore,cance. mtnperature. • Use improved corrosion
- EIiminItI corrosive inhibitor.
1IIItIIria1. • Use fresh oil.

Thick films of oxide of Ind.ntify metal oxide - ReduCI Drstop vibration • Use oil of Iowar viscosity.
matal. Red and black for [ee ~'i:'r ~'II by by lighter fit or highlr • Relubricata fraquently.
stael. X-rIY ctlOn. load. • Usa oxidation inhibitors

-Improve lubrication in oil.
batween SUrfaCIS ~
ro,.h.r !then honl I
III CI finish.

Corrosion pill. films, di.- • Detection of corrosion • D.ere .. a liquid vilacity D.crllse or increl.1
BOIutionof metal .. products. and velocity IIradients. electrical conductivity of

o EIe~Cllly conductive • U.. corrosion·rasistant lubricants of hydraulic
liqu' . metals. fluids.

• Eliminate stray currants.
• U.. nongalvanic couples.

• Pits nelr edge of dem- Detection of larg. • Improve .I.ctrical U.. oil of high'r electri-
1ge.1hawIng once rounded particles IlllUIation of belringS. cil conductivity.
molten ..... such I. by microscopic • DegeuSl magnetic
amooIh boltDms, rounded examination of fiItreta :8Plrts.particles, gas hoIea. or in farrogrephy. • lnata brushes on shift.
• Rounded JIIf1IcIes .... r • Improve machine
pill waIdacI til surfIIca. grcutdiIg.

• Clean. III8IBIIk: bright 0IIserYIIi0n of large • Uae hard tough metals, • Avoid low Vlpor pras-
rough metal. pits. chunb or spheres of such a. toolltHl. sura, aerated, WIt oil•.
• Removal at.., mellllil oils. • Reduc. vibration, flow • U.. noncorrosive Dils.
phuI from 2-phaI8 veIociIieI and pr8AUras.
metal"- - Avoid restric:tions and

obstructions to flow.

grinding grit, such as silicon carbide,
paint chips and fibers are ail frequently
found ill new gearboxes.

• Clean and assemble gearboxes in a
dedicated clean room, not a dl.lsly shop.

• Filter fresh oil as it is added to a
gearbox.

This lcind of simple. basic practice
should greatly reduce the risk of lubri-
cant contamination and consequent gear
wear and failure. 0
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Notes IOf Table 4

I - Mild .dhesion il I desirabll wear condition.
b - Scoring is not r.commended because it
impH.. I scratch or furrow cut by Ibramn.
c - emission spactroscopy usually misses Ilrgl
(> 5 micronl Wllr fragmlntl.
d -Inc reI sing mml hardn.ss does not raclUCI
.cuffing.
I - The most common wear problem.
f - Do not shot paan, baad or undblnt any sur·
face In I lubricated machine baclu88 abrative
clnnot raadily be ramoved cornplmtv.
g - Sandblastinll embeds sand in surfecas.
h - An exampl. of polishing combinatiOn In oil is
Ictive sulfur additive and ~~ ijaweler's rougel.
i-A new additive reduces promotion of contact
fatlllue by water; 80m. emame pressure addi·
tive, Ire suspacted of promoting cOntact fatigue.
i- RUil (hydrlted iron oxide Fe,o,H~1 is com-
mon corroaion product of ferrous mataL
k - Olmille on ona SUrfaCI II mirror l/llllge of
damallt on other.
1- Highly compounded Dill cln be eleC1nc11ly
conductive-or llectrolyaS; phoephata 8ItIr
hydraulic fluid. ara conductive.
m - Not to be confuud willi p&II1p cavitation,
which is I differant phlflOlll8l'lOfL
n - Corrosion and abr'lMI in oIlIenNI. NY!-
tation dlmlge.
o - Grephite ph ... in ellt Iron IU8Ceptibil to
removll by cavitation.
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